dynast Maussolos occurred during a festival in the sanctuary of Zeus Labraundos near Mylasa (355/4 BC), a group of religious fanatics in Sardeis attacked the worshipers of Artemis Ephesia during a procession (c. 340-320 BC), and it is not unlikely that the murders in the sanctuary of Alea in Tegea that are mentioned in an inscription occurred during a festival. A new inscription from Kollyda in Lydia (AD 197/98) narrates an attack against a sanctuary during the celebration of a festival: people came together and, armed with swords, sticks, and stones, attacked the sacred slaves and smashed the statues of the gods.
Intense emotions were sometimes to be expected (e.g., in funerals) or were deliberate, e.g., in oaths, curses, and confessions. 9 For the understanding of rituals one needs to consider not only the norms that regulated them, but also the emotions of the participants and the tensions among them that threatened to undermine the rituals.
There also exist, of course, rituals, which are performed in isolation. One deposits alone a defixio in a grave during a night ceremony; one may pray alone; and under certain conditions a funerary ritual may be performed by a single person. And yet, even these rituals that are performed in isolation -and for this reason will not be treated here -usually presuppose at least one other person: the hated opponent who is being cursed, the beloved person on behalf of whom one prays, the deceased relative to whom one brings an offering. Most rituals presuppose the co-existence or the confrontation of human beings who know, like, love, or hate one another.
That rituals contribute to the creation of an identity is often -and aptlystressed; but beyond the identity of the group there exist the emotions of the individuals and the manifold tensions in interpersonal relations. Let us consider for a moment one of the most common rituals: the procession. A representative normative ritual text, a decree of the city Antioch on the
The question: Do norms reflect emotions?
Rituals that were publicly performed are hardly ever described in our sources, even when -in fact, particularly when -they were regularly performed. Our reconstructions resemble jigsaw puzzles, with the notable difference that we do not have all the pieces and that we do not know how the picture that we are supposed to reconstruct looks like. And the problems do not end there. A description of or an allusion to the performance of a ritual on a particular occasion is not always reliable, since it does not necessarily distinguish between the norm and possible deviations. A variety of factors may indeed result in deviations from the norm: particular social conditions or historical contexts, the joy of innovation or budgetary constraints, but also the emotions of the participants and the tensions among them. As a complex act of communication between performers, spectators, and addressees, the living and the dead, mortals and gods, the effect of rituals may differ from performance to performance.
The question hidden behind the vague title of my paper is quite simple: Did the norms that regulated the conduct of rituals take into consideration the emotions, which unavoidably underlie every individual performance of a ritual? Were rituals understood in the Greek world as an intense shared experience? And did the Greeks intend the performance of rituals , to be an emotional experience of togetherness? And if this was indeed intended, how did the sacred regulations reflect the anxiety that emotions might disturb the performance of rituals, but also the efforts to restrain uncontrolled emotions and provoke desirable reactions, in particular the feeling of togetherness?
I introduce my discussion of these questions in an unorthodox way, by quoting fiction ( § 3). I shall then argue that rituals were remembered as an emotional experience for a long time after their performance and that this shows the strong emotional background of the performance of rituals ( § 4). The discussion of a particular detail in the performance of funerary ritualsthe physical contact between mourners and the deceased -will serve as an example of how the demonstration of emotions communicated the close relationship between two persons, but also the feeling of togetherness with a group ( § 5). In light of literary sources, inscriptions, and the vocabulary of rituals I shall argue that rituals were often intended to be an experience of togetherness ( § 6). Finally, I shall conclude that it was for this reason that measures were taken in order to ensure the harmonious interaction among the participants and, ultimately, their undisturbed communication with the addressees of the rituals ( § 7). These lines are pure fiction, inspired by an inscription from Kula in Lydia (AD 156/157)" This narrative is based on a fundamental aspect of the performance of rituals that neither ancient descriptions of rituals nor modem studies usually treat: the participants in rituals, either as performers or as audience, are human beings, not free of emotions and experiences, human beings such as the lascivious temple servant, the arrogant priest, or the victim of gossip.
Imagining the emotional context of rituals

The memory of a ritual: Herodes Atticus, Polydeukion, Nemesis, and the reader
Herodes Atticus is remembered as the most successful orator of the early second century AD, as the wealthiest man in Athens, great benefactor and constructor of buildings; for the epigrapher, Herodes Atticus is also remem- bered for the many inscriptions he set up in Attica.
12 One of these texts was found in the sanctuary of Nemesis in Rhamnous; it is inscribed on the base of one of the many statues that Herodes Atticus erected to honour his deceased foster child Polydeukion (c. 148-150 AD). 13 Herodes explains the choice of this particular sanctuary for his dedication:
To the goddess Nemesis, to whom he used to sacrifice together with him (sc. Polydeukion) (xfj Ne|i£[asi], fj u^ex' a&xoO !6oev).
The erection of a statue is the outcome of a chain of considerations, the choice of one among many alternatives concerning the place, the form of representation, and the commemorative text. The choice of this particular place was connected with the memory of Polydeukion; Herodes did not remember only the person of Polydeukion, but also a ritual activity that he used to perform in this particular place (S0uev, not £0oaev) with this particular person."
This short text with its affectionate language ("he loved him like his own son", "the well-disposed", "the one who will be remembered for ever") implies various forms of communication: between Herodes, as a dedicator, and the goddess Nemesis; between Herodes and his deceased friend; between Herodes and the Athenian council and assembly who approved of the dedication; and between Herodes and the future reader of this text. We may be certain that the sacrifices of Herodes and Polydeukion were accompanied by prayers. The prayers expressed expectations, which, here, remain unmentioned. Not the ritual of sacrifice, but the requests, hopes, and expectations of the performers constitute the nucleus of Herodes' memory. We can only speculate about their content. Nemesis is the goddess of punishment, retribution, and justice. Had Herodes and Polydeukion jointly sacrificed in order to achieve justice -or to put it in plain terms, to take revenge upon an enemy? J. Tobin has convincingly argued that the numerous curse inscriptions set up by the sophist in Attica may be his response to threats made against Herodes and his foster children. 15 Conceivably, Herodes' and Polydeukion's visits, prayers, and sacrifices in the sanctuary of the goddess of retribution are to be seen in the context of conflict. The commemoration of the rituals in the sanctuary of Nemesis presupposes emotions which Herodes and Polydeukion had felt, emotions which are alluded to, but remain unrevealed: anger, hope, fear, vindictiveness.
Evidence for the fact that the performance of a ritual was remembered abounds. In particular, numerous honorary decrees for cult personnel and benefactors stress the fact that the celebrations (sacrifices, processions, ritual meals, etc.) they had prepared excelled in luxury and size, in the aesthetic pleasure they gave to the participants, or in the impression they left upon visitors. 16 In some cases they praise the fact that a neglected and forgotten ritual was reintroduced. Here, the emotions of Simaitha frame the magical ritual she performes, and vice versa, her ambiguous emotions are framed by two rituals, the memory of the procession and the curse ceremony she performs. We also observe that Simaitha's attention is distracted from the procession precisely because of her emotions.
Memories of funerals: touching the dead, demonstrating affiliation
Hardly any other ritual is as emotionally loaded as the burial of the dead. It is, therefore, not surprising if references to the remembrance of the funerary rituals for a particular person abound in the textual evidence." Here, I should like to discuss a rather neglected aspect of emotionality during burials: the memory of the fact that a mourner touched the corpse in order to express in a direct, intense, and physical way his close relation to the deceased.
Because of the expected emotionality, but also in view of a tendency to theatrical excesses, Greek funerary rituals were often the object of normative regulations. 21 The relevant documents inform us how a funeral was to be performed. But if we want to find our how a funeral was performed, then we have to turn to the funerary epigrams which often tell us which aspect had been stressed during the particular performance of the ritual. What these texts are interested in is not the general norms, but the individual performance. The authors of many epigrams (and non-metrical epitaphs) underline the personal involvement of close relatives or friends in the funerary ceremony, e.g., through the offering of a crown to the deceased person, 22 or by assembling the bones and the ashes, or by constructing the grave monument. 23 The epigrams of the Imperial period that explicitly remind us that the deceased person had been buried by the hands of a close relative or friend are less common. By implying a physical contact between the dead and the mourner they demonstrate an intimate relation and the belonging to the close circle of the family. A first example of the remembrance of the physical contact between mourner and deceased is the funerary epigram of a woman at Ioulioupolis (Imperial period). Apphe, the deceased woman, addresses the passer-by: "Catulla, the mother who gave birth to me, has also embalmed me." The offering of the last service through personal involvement of the mourner's own hands is expressed in the grave epigram for a soldier at Tieion (Imperial period):
25 "After a man, who bears the same name as I do, had prepared me as if I were still alive and had let me go into Hades, he honored --." The rest of the epigram is not preserved, except for the beginning of the word adelphl-] ("brother"). The relationship of the dead soldier to the man who buried him is not known, but the offering of this last service made the mourner into the deceased person's brother.
We find an explicit reference to physical contact and the use of one's own hands in the epigram for Deidas in Miletoupolis (1* century AD): "I, the fortunate old man Deidas, who has lived in piety, I am being buried by my alumnus Salbanas, with his own hands {en palamais) in accordance with the pious custom." 27 The dead man declares his contentedness over having been buried by the hands of his own alumnus and no other. The undying voice which the stone gives to the dead evokes not simply the orderly performance of the ritual, but also the employment of Salbanas' hands, i.e., the last physi-E.g., TAMV.l, 13 and 156. Grave inscriptions very often testify to the fact that a person has been laid to rest under the care of family members, using in a very general manner the verbs g8a(]>ev/S0<x(J>av et sim. 33 But the texts quoted above differ from this general practice through the conscious reference to the employment of a relative's or friend's hands, hence to the physical contact. The aforementioned references to the last physical contact are not very numerous and they are always formulated in different ways; therefore, they do not belong to the epigrammatic commonplaces.
To underline this particular element of the funerary ritual represents the individual choice of the poets (or their clients). This is significant for four reasons: First, it alludes to the respect for a tradition neglected by others; second, this is the final physical contact between the two persons; third, this contact demonstrates the close relation between the mourner and the deceased person, the fact that they belong to the same family, in a legal or symbolical sense; and fourth, the overcoming of the fear of pollution through physical contact with the corpse attributes to these dead an extraordinary status. I should briefly comment on those four aspects.
First, in two of the epigrams it is either explicitly stated or implied that the performance of the burial by the hands of family members corresponds to the traditional custom (themis). 34 This explicit reference to the fact that a family respected a tradition implies that others did not. The epigrams which stress the fact that it was the family that personally performed the burial may well be a criticism against the employment of professionals in the treatment of the dead.
Second, the physical contact with the deceased person is the last possibility for the living to manifest close emotional bonds by touching the dead before he departs for the kingdom of the shades, retaining a visual presence only through memories, images, and dreams. This feeling, which is visualised in the dexiosis scenes of grave reliefs, is also expressed in the epigram for the jurist Konon from Kolybrassos, who died in Thebes in Egypt (3^/4" century AD). 35 His father travelled to Egypt in order to bring the corpse back home:
"there came the father from far away and caressed me with his hand, as he saw me lying dead in a foreign place." The third aspect is, I think, more significant. Physical contact with a dead body causes defilement, and this belief in a miasma, a ritual impurity originating from the corpse, remained alive until Late Antiquity. Normative interventions time and again aimed at denning and limiting the circle of mourners -of women in particular -and, consequently, of those who had polluted themselves through contact with the dead (see note 21). Often only the closest relatives were allowed to attend the funeral. 37 The physical contact with the dead does not only mean the overcoming of the fear of pollution, because of the extraordinary status of the dead (see infra), it also manifests the sense of belonging to the closest circle of the family -and this is what the aforementioned texts unequivocally stress. A characteristic example for this old concept, that burial is the personal duty of the next of kin, can be found in the epitaph of Eusebie and Philippos. Both died in different places away from home and they were buried separately. Their remains were brought home by their nephew Diomedes (Namara, 2°d/3' d century AD): 38 "Diomedes has assembled the remains of those who have died long time ago, his uncle and his aunt who had raised him, bringing them from here and there and burying them near the ancestors, under the arch of this ultimate house." What the epigram places in the foreground is not that Diomedes was any relative of the deceased couple, but the fact that the aunt and the uncle had raised him and had treated him as if he were their own child. The personal service offered by Diomedes is demonstratively assimilated to the service offered by a son to his parents. Finally, the fourth aspect deserves particular attention. If the fear of pollution was overcome in these cases, it was not only because of the affectionate relation between the mourner and the deceased, but also because the touching of the deceased person indicated his extraordinary status. In general, the touching of objects of reverence is occasionally mentioned in the context of the performance of rituals. The sacred regulation of a cult association in Philadelpheia, e.g., obliged the members to assert ritual purity by taking an The behaviour on this particular day is characterised by a series of reversals of normality, which are often observed especially when the dead are believed to come to this world (e.g. during the Anthesteria): the archon wears a purple tunic and carries a sword, breaking taboos connected with his office; 42 the slaves are not serving; the stelae are not washed by women or servants, but by the archon. Again, if Plutarch explicitly points out the fact that the archon washed the graves of the war dead "with his own hands" -where it would have sufficed to write that he "washed" the stelae -, this cannot be a coincidence. It underlines the extraordinary status of these dead, this day, this service. These observations allow us to fully understand the significance of a small group of texts that refer to burials with the participation of the entire community. These sources have recently been the object of a penetrating analysis by Christopher Jones:
43 they report that a private funerary ceremony, organised and performed by a family, was interrupted by a demonstration of the masses and was transformed into a public ritual with the participation of the entire community. In one case this seems to have occurred against the family's wish. 44 In all these cases, the physical contact with the corpse played an important part. The sources repeatedly report that the assembled masses seized and carried away (6LQn6X,evi) the corpse. As I shall argue, this demonstrative seizure of the body from the circle of the family aimed at stressing the extraordinary status of this person (heroisation) and at presenting the entire community as family of the deceased. The earliest testimony concerns the burial of an anonymous woman in Knidos (late 1" or early 2 nd century AD). 45 She was a descendant of the benefactor Theopompos, who had achieved for his fatherland liberty and exemption from taxes. As the woman's death became known, "the people were shocked beyond measure because of her virtue and her reputation." A decree, which was passed, while the funerary ceremony was still in progress gives us a direct impression of the emotions: The people "assembled with great zeal in the theatre [lacuna], while her corpse was being carried out." In many Greek cities the theatre served as the place where the popular assembly met, but also as the place where the people spontaneously assembled on important occasions. 46 We may suspect that the funeral procession passed near the theatre. "And after the people had seized her body, they unanimously demanded that they may bury her with the participation of the entire people, and manifested through acclamations her virtue, in order that she receive also after her death the appropriate honours."
The second testimony dates to the early 2 nd century AD and concerns the funeral of Tatia Attalis in Aphrodisias: 47 The relevant decree first praises the Here, too, the people interrupted the family funeral and carried the corpse away in order to bury it in a public ceremony.
The third testimony (not discussed by CP. Jones) is provided by Philostratus in his narrative of the funeral for Herodes Atticus in Athens. 48 The burial which was being performed by his freedmen -his familia in the legal sensein Marathon was interrupted by the Athenian ephebes, who marched from Athens to Marathon, "seized the body with their own hands" (xeocrfv do7taoavTeo), brought it back to Athens in procession, and buried it there, near the stadium which Herodes had donated. Philostratus reports that all the Athenians attended the funeral lamenting the death of their benefactor "like children who have lost a good father" (oaoc 7tai8eg XG^0 10 " raxtg6<; XilQeoaavxeg).
Christopher Jones has plausibly suggested that these public demonstrations did not simply express the grief about the loss of a benefactor, but also presented a conscious attempt to animate the elite for larger benefactions. There can be little doubt that Jones' assumption is correct. These demonstrations fulfilled the same function as other forms of honouring benefactors (honorary decrees, honorary statues, acclamations, crowns, etc.). By demonstrating the people's gratitude they encouraged other members of the elite to follow the benefactor's model, and thus they were one of the strategies of persuasion in the communication between the elite and other social groups. But we should not overlook two essential features of these spontaneous reactions, which are either explicitly stated or at least alluded to in these testimonia. The first aspect is the extraordinary status, i.e., the heroisation of these persons; this is manifest in the fact that their burial took place within the city wall. Agreophon of Kaunos was buried in the gymnasium (note 44), Tatia Attalis in her grandfather's monument in the city, 49 Herodes Atticus in the stadium (note 48).
The second aspect is that the immediate aim of these actions was to transform a family ritual into a public ritual. The participation of the entire community in the funeral, in other words the incorporation of the community into a family ritual, created the fiction of the orphaned people. This is directly stated by Philostratus. This fiction of an intimate, indeed of a family relation between the people and the elite was in fact often manifested, precisely in this historical period, through the honorary titles of "the son of the people", "the daughter of the people" etc., but also through consolatory decrees for deceased benefactors. 50 This established a relationship of mutual care. In these cases a ritual was interrupted, in order to be intentionally transformed into a ritual of togetherness. Striking in these narratives is the remembrance of the ritual as shared experience, as an event that united the people in a joint, emotionally intense reaction -one notices the use of the words denoting unanimity in these testimonia -, 51 but also as an event which overcame the social boundaries which separated the family of the deceased from the rest of the community, the elite from the people. The fact that these decrees concerning the participation of the entire people in the funeral were inscribed guaranteed that these rituals were not forgotten. The inscription preserved the memory of the unique event that had bound the entire community into a virtual family. The explicit mention of physical contact in the aforementioned texts cannot be coincidental. As already mentioned, neither the relevant epigrams nor the testimonia about the interruption of the funeral are numerous, and they consequently originate in the conscious effort to demonstrate a close association and affiliation with a deceased person.
Rituals as an intentionally shared experience
The evidence, which has hitherto been discussed, concerns the memory of emotional, interpersonal contact during the performance of rituals. It shows that the Greeks were conscious of the emotional power and the lasting impression of this experience. Was this effect intended?
A very attentive observer of human behaviour, the Hellenistic poet Theocritus, treats in his 15th Idyll precisely this subject. The setting of the poem is the popular festival of Adonis, celebrated in Alexandria. In Theocritus' poem, Gorgo, who has heard that the queen has prepared something impressive for the festival, invites a friend of hers to join her in a visit to the palace, in order to "watch" {thasomenat) Adonis. 52 These women attended the festival not just as participants but as the audience of a staged spectacle about which they will be able to talk later (line 25): "what you've seen you can talk about, when you've seen it and another hasn't". Then Theocritus' poem develops into an ekphrasis, the description of the things admired by the two friends. What is interesting in our context is both the wish of Gorgo to be accompanied by a friend and share with her the joy of the participation and the interaction between the two women, their dialogue while they admire the paraphernalia of the festival, the colourful clothes of the god, and the beauty of his image.
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The visit to a sanctuary is a ritual for which the worshippers need to fulfil certain purity regulations. Although the primary aim is the ritualised communication with a divinity, this can be combined with an aesthetic experience, which, again, is often shared experience. Herodas presents in his fourth mime the visit of two women in the sanctuary of Asklepios in Cos as a primarily aesthetic experience consisting of the observation of the works of art, which had been dedicated there. Similarly, Theocritus' second mime combines the ritual element of the attendance of a ritual (here a procession) with the aesthetic experience of thea, which a friend is invited to share (lines 66-72): Both Theocritus and Herodas based their poems on the observation that one should best perform and watch rituals not alone, but in the company of persons to whom one has an emotional link. This idea is also expressed, albeit in a paradoxical way, in the anecdote about the misanthrope Timon. One of the best-known rituals in ancient Athens was the drinking competition at the Anthesteria, the so-called Choes. 54 This evening was traditionally regarded as an opportunity to invite friends. The host provided the crowns and aromatic substances, but unlike the usual practice of a Greek symposium, on this particular occasion the guests had to bring their own food and wine. Another violation of the rituals of the symposium was that slaves were allowed to attend and that the guests drank in silence. The Choes can, therefore, be understood as a reversal of the traditional norms. It is said that even Timon the Misanthrope once celebrated this festival with his only friend. The reversal in the case of the misanthrope was the very fact that he tolerated this elementary company. After the two men had drunk their wine in silence, the other man said to Timon: "What a nice party we are having!" "Yes", was the misanthrope's answer, "if only you weren't here." 55 The man who had placed himself outside the norms of human company could not tolerate the presence of another man, not even during a ritual of reversal. What does the story tell us? Only a misanthrope can wish for what the other Greeks felt was an annoying violation of the norms of the symposion. The silence, the isolation, the lack of prayers, libations, and toasts for well being, friendship, love, and success, all this corresponded to the normality of the misanthrope. For the normal Greek, ritual and celebration mean togetherness.
These literary testimonia reflect in my opinion how much the Greeks valued the feeling of togetherness in the performance of rituals, as an experience that needed to be shared with others. This is also indirectly reflected by the fact that the darkest of rituals, cursing, had to be performed in isolation. 56 We have seen that whereas the joint performance of a ritual, be it a libation and a sacrifice ( § 3), be it the attendance of a festival or the visit of a sanctuary (Theocritus, Herodas), be it the ritual of the symposium (Choes), was remembered, the lack of togetherness could be-missed or critisized. In the light of this evidence we may understand the cultural context of a particular aspect of Greek religious vocabulary, namely the countless composita with the preposition syn, which express the fact that a ritual was not simply celebrated, but celebrated with others. Naturally, such composita abound in the vocabulary of cult associations, the purpose of which was according to Aristotle the joint performance of sacrifices and social intercourse, 57 e.g., with regard both to the designation of the associations Theoretically, any word designating a ritual action can build a composite word with syn, but some of these composita seem to particularly stress the joined performance or attendance of rituals. This is, e.g., the case with the usage of aov66<o, auv9uoia, and auv%xn\c, (joint offering of a sacrifice), 62 aovuLiveto (join others in the singing of hymns), 63 ou[i7toLi7te6G) (participate in or lead a procession with others), and aoveoae|3s<j) (piously honour the god together with others). 65 The great significance of joined worship is also expressed by such terms as oovxAIroa, the designation of an association of worshipers of Theos Hypsistos, 66 oovLir)voc" the designation of those who celebrated a monthly festival in Ephesos, 67 and oikrxyjvoc/aovaxavoc,, an originally military term designating the soldiers who shared the same tent, but also used in connection with worshippers.
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The healing miracles of Asklepios recorded in an inscription on the Insula Tiberina in Rome are a nice example of the value attributed to the shared experience of rituals. 69 After his rescue, the worshipper was expected to come to the sanctuary and express his gratitude to the god in public (line 9: xai 
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presumably through acclamations, praise, and thanksgiving dedications. The other worshippers in the sanctuary are presented as sharing the emotions of the rescued person and rejoicing with him (lines 4-5: TOO 6Y\\IOO TtocoearwToc, xal auvxat(>o(i£voo; line 10: xal 6 8fj|ioc. aovex&e?] <X&TU>). I conclude the selection of evidence for how much the Greeks esteemed the performance of a ritual as a transpersonal emotional experience which brought a community together with the funerary epigram for a magistrate (prytanis) in Kyzikos (late 2 nd century BC). 70 The epigram refers to Theodotos' mother who is mourning her son, "the prytanis who greatly rejoiced together with his fellow citizens during the libations." Here, it is not the performance of the ritual that is in the foreground, but the pleasure Theodotos felt while experiencing this ritual together with his fellow citizens.
Control of emotional interaction during the performance of rituals
The evidence, which has hitherto been discussed, concerns the memory of emotional, interpersonal contact during the performance of rituals; it shows that the Greeks were conscious of the emotional power and the lasting impression of this experience. Did this affect the norms, which regulated the performance of rituals?
This may well be the case in the considerations behind normative interventions concerning burials. 71 The paper of Manolis Skountakis in this volume
shows that the demonstration of emotions during the performance of funerary rituals could indeed be the object of close observation and criticism, the control of emotions a reason for praise. The intense emotionality observed during the performance of funerary rites is explained by the role of interpersonal relations: the demonstration of emotions was addressed to the dead and usually watched by an audience. But what about the effect of interpersonal relations among the participants during the performance of other rituals? Were the Greeks aware of the danger that emotional, sexual, social, and other tensions might disturb the successful performance of a ritual and distract attention from it? Did sacred regulations aim at putting aside potential tensions and increasing the harmony among the participants in order to safeguard the successful performance of a ritual? Can emotionality help us understand the reasoning behind sacred law? These questions are hard to answer, especially since we often have only cult regulations and not the reasoning behind them. And yet we can identify measures in cult regulations, which are closely related to the anxiety caused by the danger that a ritual might fail because of the tensions among the participants or other distractions. Documents referring to the organization of festivals often demonstrate the effort of civic communities to safeguard the celebration of the festival in an orderly manner. One of the most common measures is the celebration especially of the sacrifice and the banquet in small groups. 72 We have seen an example already in Antioch on the Pyramos ( § 1). This is also the case, e.g., in Teos where the decree concerning the celebration of a festival in honour of King Antiochos III stipulates:
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Every symmoria (civic subdivision) should set up an altar for King Antiochos the Great and his sister, Queen Laodike, in its own place, next to the symmoria's altar, and should offer a sacrifice on this altar.
But what about the foreign residents of Teos, who did not belong to a symmoria? The decree continues (lines 24-25):
Also the other inhabitants of our city should sacrifice and celebrate in their own dwellings as best they can.
A sacred regulation of Bargylia concerning the festival of Artemis Kindyas (late 2" d /early 1" century BC) made every tribe responsible for raising a beautiful sacrificial animal. A beauty contest among the cows would determine the sequence of the tribes in the procession; the sacrifice and the banquet were to take place separately for each tribe. 74 Some time later, the Bargylians observed (or were made to observe after protests) that this regulation discriminated against the foreign residents. A new decree gave also the metics the permission to raise their own cow and attend the sacrifice.
When a wealthy citizen of Aphrodisias, Attalos Adrastos, provided the funds for a sacrificial installation and banqueting halls near the temple of Aphrodite, he made sure that the citizens were to celebrate divided into tribes: Practical considerations easily explain such measures: in this way the sacrifice could be funded in a more expedient way through money allocated to or coming from the subdivisions; the competition among civic subdivisions for the biggest and most beautiful sacrificial animal increased the festival's glamour; the sacrificial meat could be distributed among the participants in an orderly way; the intrusion of strangers could be avoided. But beyond these practical reasons, the conception of the community of worshippers as a community of togetherness and conviviality must have been a significant factor.
Many regulations concerning festivals include measures for orderly behaviour that stem from the fear that social and emotional tensions might undermine a celebration. The foundation document of the festival Demostheneia in Oinoanda, e.g., provides for a special police force: "The organiser of the festival should appoint twenty whip-bearers (mastigophorof) who will go in front, dressed in white garments and without an undergarment, with shields and whips, and will take care of order during the events in the theater according to the instructions given to them by the agonothetes."
One of the most important pieces of evidence for such measures concerns the rituals of a private cult association, the Athenian Iobakchoi, the worshipers of Dionysos. 77 A private cult association is by definition founded on interpersonal relations, on the accord among individuals, on their interest in conviviality -in a private association everybody knows everybody. An Athenian inscription of AD 178 preserves the protocol of a meeting of the association of the Iobakchoi, during which the statutes were approved (lines 1-31). for order who neglects to expel those who quarrel will be subject to the same punishment ...
Admittedly, we are dealing with a particular situation. The club's primary aim was not the cult of Dionysus, but drinking together. But the preoccupation with harmony and the fear of conflicts that might undermine the group's cohesion apply mutatis mutandis to all groups of worshippers. It is interesting to note that the fines were not to be paid to the member who had been insulted or beaten, but to the club -the entire club was the victim of such actions that evidently had their roots in pre-existing tensions, which received additional input from wine consumption. There can be no doubt that the reform of the statutes of the association followed upon a crisis, although this is only alluded to in the protocol. The acclamation "Strength and order in the club!" presupposes the danger of falling apart and the lack of order. The acclamation "Now we are happy!" presupposes an earlier unhappiness, which has now come to an end. The acclamation "Now our Bakchus Club is the first of all clubs!" is directly related to the competition among the Dionysiac associations. And the remark that the priest Nikomachos gave up his office after 17 years (after 40 years in the leadership of the association) "for good order" (elc, x6a[iov) 78 suggests that such a long term in office was not approved by all the members. 
The emotional background of normative texts and ritual dynamics in the Hellenistic and Imperial period
The emotional background of rituals is one of the factors that explain why rituals are a dynamic phenomenon. Ritual actions cannot remain the same when their performers and spectators change. Even when the norms that determine ritual actions remain unchanged, the ritual as an interpersonal, emotional, shared experience and communication changes simply because of the fact that the experiences and emotions of its performers and their viewers differ. Paraphrasing the statement of a famous philosopher one might say that "one cannot celebrate the same ritual twice."
In Classical studies, the discussion of rituals has primarily been the study of origins, the study of meanings, the study of unchangeable norms. Given the large number of cult regulations from the Hellenistic and Imperial periods K6o(ioc, can also mean "decoration", but I think that a meaning closer to "order, good behaviour, good rules, honour" best matches this context. we may study the dynamic of rituals and the changes in norms. One of the tools for understanding the changing norms is to take into consideration the emotional background of rituals. Ritual failure can be caused by many factors: a natural catastrophe, a war, the presence of an impure person, but also the emotional tensions among the participants. The effect of some of these factors can be reduced if measures are taken, and some of the measures taken by cult regulations may in fact be understood -perhaps not exclusively, but at least partially -as efforts to reduce this danger.
Let us take the example of regulations concerning ritual purity. It has been observed that an increasing number of sacred regulations demand not only purity of body, but also purity of mind.
81 M.W. Dickie has recently argued that the regulations against the presence of morally stained persons in sanctuaries are connected with the anxiety aroused by the imminent arrival of the god. Their background is the feeling that the god might take offence if he knew his sanctuary was desecrated by the presence of unworthy persons. 82 This hypothesis is plausible, but hard to prove, and I doubt whether it can be the only explanation for the development of the idea of moral impurity. But it is conceivable that the presence of suspected or known culprits would not only disturb the divinity whose epiphany was expected with anxiety, but would also annoy the other worshippers and distract their attention from the ritual.
There is in fact a text (not considered by DICKIE), which explicidy states that the presence of an impure person disturbs the performance of a mystery rite. It is the sacred regulation of a cult association at Philadelpheia (late 2" d /early 1" century BC). An adulteress, whose presence during the mysteries is felt to be the ultimate disturbance, is often in small communities the subject of gossip, and one wonders whether it was her ritual impurity alone or also the indignation she provoked among the other participants that explains this regulation. A comparable distraction, the presence of prostitutes, may have been perceived as a potential disturbance of religious processions in Thasos. A long inscription (c. 470-460 BC) concerns the upkeep of streets leading from and to the sanctuaries of Herakles and the Charites. Already the first editor of the inscription, H. DUCHENE, suspected that the text might be seen against the background of regulations concerning processions that took place on these streets during one or more festivals. One of the most enigmatic clauses of the text (lines 30-35) contains prohibitions against climbing up on the roof of a particular group of buildings ("public houses") and against women appearing in the windows of these houses. 85 A.J. Graham has ingeniously suggested that these prohibitions are associated with prostitution. More recently A. Henry has argued that the first prohibition against climbing up on the roof refers to men (pimps or male prostitutes) and the second to female prostitutes exhibiting themselves to customers ("no one shall go up onto the roof of maisons publiques in order to be seen, nor shall any woman show herself from the windows"). According to the same scholar, another clause stipulates that another section of the street should be free from dung and women; no woman should stand in front of a brothel and be exhibited for prostitution (lines 44-45: x67t@ov \ir\ £af3a|XAlx(o [xrj8e 7tQoiaxao6w). Although one is tempted to explain the interest of this regulation in prostitution as an awareness of the distraction it might cause to the solemn performance of processions, this is far from certain.
We are on safe grounds when we examine the long regulation concerning order during the performance of the mysteries of Andania (traditionally dated to 92 BC). 87 Already the oath of the sacred officials ment and disturb the mysteries becomes clear when one reads the clothing regulations concerning women: expensive garments with extravagant decoration (lines 15-26), in particular see-through clothes (line 16: Siatpavfj), jewels (line 22: v^oaEa), and make-up (line 22: <J«H^iov) were prohibited. These clauses are a combination of old religious taboos and pragmatic considerations about factors that might distract attention from the solemnity of the rites. The presence of valuables might attract thieves {cf. lines 75-78), and the value of objects (bed-and silverware) kept in the tents was consequently limited to 300 drachmas (line 38). Those who misbehaved during the performance of the sacrifices and the mysteries 89 by paying no attention to the orders, by not using pious language and violating the rule of ritual silence (euphemia), 90 or by not behaving according to decorum, were to be flagellated and removed from the sacred place (lines 39-45).
It is equally tempting to consider the measures taken in order to limit the circle of the participants in rituals, by excluding, e.g., stained persons, foreigners, and other outsiders, as aiming at increasing the unity of the worshippers and banning potential excitements and conflicts: stained persons are often parties to a conflict; 91 foreigners distract the attention, do not know how to behave, and often ask silly questions as an anecdote makes clear 92 The Boiotians sacrifice to the gods those eels of the Kopaic Lake which are of surpassing size, putting wreaths on them, saying prayers over them, and casting barley-corns on them as on any other sacrificial victim; and to the foreigner who was utterly puzzled at the strangeness of this custom and asked the reason, the Boiotian declared that he knew one answer, and he would reply that one should observe ancestral customs, and it was not his business to justify them to other men.
The Boiotian was of course right. Such archaic rituals continued to be practiced without any justification -they did not have a meaning, but they had a function. 93 But new regulations had to be explained and justified in the assembly. 94 They reflect negative experience in connection with the performance of rituals. It is for them, for the new cult regulations, that scholarship should consider more than in the past the possibility that an awareness of the emotional background of rituals was a factor just as important as the respect towards traditions. Angelos Chaniotis 
